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Orsanmichele's public purpose has always straddled the divide between civic and religious 

duties. Functioning, over time, as a grain market and a church and eventually uniting the two as a 

chapel and a grain storehouse, Orsanmichele's exterior decorative program reflects this binary purpose 

by being based in patron saints of the major guilds of Florence. The process of commissioning the 

exterior niches1 is also unique in that each guild was responsible for the commission of their patron 

saint. Thus, no one artist or figure had authority over how the decorative scheme interacted with itself. 

The results were a much more organic interplay between the figural groups, including their tabernacles. 

While the figures have obvious implications about the development of Renaissance sculpture, they 

cannot be taken without context. The history of the tabernacles remains even more blurred than the 

sculptures themselves, but since Orsanmichele's unique situation allowed for great experimentation in 

architecture and its interaction with sculpture the tabernacles provide a rich source of visual data 

concerning the developments of Renaissance architecture. The current exhibition of the figures, 

removed from their niches to be restored, and placed on the third floor interior of the Orsanmichele 

raises questions of the interactions of the figures and their architecture as the current exhibition makes 

“clea[r]...that [the sculptures] are independent statues in the Greco-Roman sense, but rather a kind of 

architectural sculpture expressly designed to be seen at a certain height inside particular tabernacles 

mostly designed by the very same sculptors.”2 Though replaced by facsimiles in situ, the removal has 

allowed the new precedence to be placed on the interaction between tabernacle and figure, as well as 

the history of the tabernacles themselves. The importance of the relationship between the tabernacles 

and the sculptures can be most easily seen in the three niches by Lorenzo Ghiberti, as both elements 

develop together in style and form, in response to the the architectural sentiment of the city. 

Lorenzo Ghiberti's three niches show three very different approaches to the interaction between 

the figure and the tabernacles. Produced over the course of twenty-four years, St. John the Baptist 

(1405-17), St. Matthew (1419-1423), and St. Stephen (1429), the niches were commissioned by the 

three wealthiest and most powerful major guilds, Arte de Calimala, Arte del Cambio and Arte de Lana, 

respectively. Not only does the style of Ghiberti's work differ between each niche group, but the 

proportions of between figure and architecture which he employs also develop and change.  This 

process implicates Ghiberti's changing patrons and the evolving architectural temperament of Florence. 
1 In an effort to be consistent, clear and concise, the following vocabulary will be used throughout the paper: niche refers 

to the exterior niche as a whole, encompassing both the architecture and the figures; figures refer to the sculptures of the 
saints themselves and tabernacle will be used to refer to the niche excluding the figure.  

2  “Orsanmichele: Figure and Frame,” The Burlington Magazine 148, 1245, Sculpture (December 2006): 806



Ghiberti's use of the tabernacle and sculpture as a unit, visually and symbolically, can best be seen in 

the St. John the Baptist and St. Matthew niches, though he executes each niche is a very different style. 

San Giovanni Battista, or St. John the Baptist, is not only the patron saint of Arte de Calimala, 

or the wool merchants guild, but also of Florence itself, reflecting the civic emphasis the city places on 

the Baptistery. Ghiberti's sculpture is appropriately monumental, representing the largest cast bronze 

committed in Italy's recent history. The figure itself exists as an expression of linear, International 

Gothic style. The drapery of St. John's cloak falls in a way that emphasizes the fabric itself, opposed to 

the bodily position of the saint. St. John holds a scroll, which curves to match the drapery of his mantle, 

in his left hand. As the scroll and mantle blend together visually, the saint has the appearance of holding 

his own mantle, thus the scroll serves as a visual explanation for the drapery reacting to the saints 

contraposto pose. 

The tabernacle itself has the most shrouded history of any of Ghiberti's, as attributions differ 

whether Ghiberti himself or  Albizzo di Piero, stonemason responsible for the western arch of the south 

facade of the building, committed the tabernacle. Despite uncertainty about the artist responsible for the 

tabernacle, Ghiberti's awareness of Gothic architectonic forms in the context of Orsanmichele as he is 

also responsible for the Gothic northwest portal, which replaced the existing Trecento forms beginning 

in 1410.3 Whether executed by Ghiberti or not, the tabernacle reflects and works with Ghiberti's 

sculpture. The “flamboyant curves”4 that accent the ogival arch and the twists of the side columns all 

emphasize and coordinate with the drapery of the saint's mantle. Both tabernacle and sculpture come 

together to form an niche working well within the Gothic idiom. 

Ghiberti's second niche, St. Matthew acts of the continuation of two artistic narratives. Firstly, 

there is Ghiberti's continued and more developed exploration of Renaissance proportions and forms. 

But St. Matthew appears in other commissions by Arte del Cambio in Orsanmichele. The guild had 

previously commissioned a triptych and fresco for the interior of the chapel floor of the building. The 

influence of architectonic forms of these smaller commissions can be seen in Ghiberti's exterior 

tabernacle and account for the combination of Trecento and Renaissance forms in the architectural 

frame, as well as the sculpture itself. 

The clothing of St. Matthew himself does retain some of the stylized folds of St. John the 

3Diane Finiello Zervas, “Lorenzo Monaco, Lorenzo Ghiberti, and Orsanmichele: Part I,” The Burlington Magazine 133, 
1064 (November 1991): 755

4Laurie Taylor-Mitchell, “Images of St. Matthew Commissioned by the Arte del Cambio for Orsanmichele in Florence: 
Some Observations on Conservatism in Form and Patronage,” Gesta 31, 1 (1991): 65



Baptist. But while not reaching the naturalism of Donatello's contributions to the exterior, St. Matthew's 

folds exhibit an awareness of the contraposto pose beneath them that is absent from Ghiberti's earlier 

execution. Other elements of the figure's composition suggest transition between styles.  As Laurie 

Taylor-Mitchell notes, the interaction between St. Matthew and his iconographic marker, his gospel, not 

only mirrors the depictions of St. Matthew on the interior of the building (in the triptych as well as on 

an interior fresco), but also contrasts the “organically unified” example of Donatello's St. Mark and his 

gospel, executed ten years earlier.5 St. Matthew holds his gospel fully open and facing the viewer, while 

St. Mark grasps his closed gospel tightly, balancing his weight bearing leg and hip visually. This 

contrast further emphasizes the influence which the Trecento St. Matthew images of Orsanmichele had 

on Ghiberti's design. St. Matthew, in relation to his gospel, looks like a painted saint made three-

dimensional. Just as the figural sculpture incorporates Trecento and classical-turned-Quattrocento 

elements, the niche, accepted as by Ghiberti, combines classical influence and Trecento allusions. 

The lower register of the St. Matthew tabernacle is decidedly Classical. Incorporating 

Corinthian fluted pilasters and a shell motif across the bottom, the bottom half of the tabernacle looks 

fit for a Classical senatorial portrait. But following the frame upwards, the two arched elements of the 

tabernacle are retrospective in design. The first interior arch is a simple ogival motif, without the curves 

of the St. John the Baptist arch. But the gabled exterior to the tabernacle plants the frame firmly, if only 

partially, in the Trecento, recalling the framing of the Trecento triptych of St. Matthew by Andrea 

Orcagna within Orsanmichele.  Another Classical element of the tabernacle design is the inclusion of 

two sibyls, the Classical precedents to the Old Testament prophets,  figures on either side of the gable. 

These figures are not currently included in the reproduction on the exterior of the building.  But the 

combination of Trecento and Classical citations  in St. Matthew go beyond the easily seen visual 

elements. The figural sculpture itself follows the proportional canon of Cennino Cennini.6 However the 

proportions of the tabernacle itself and the relationship between figure and tabernacle fall more in line 

with Leon Battista Alberti's classically based proportions. Though Alberti's canon was published in De 

re aedifictoria nearly three decades after the beginning of St. Matthew, Ghiberti had colleagues and 

patrons who had known access Medieval Latin translations of the Platonic canon of proportions 

themselves.7 So even though Ghiberti's direct connection to these translations and his ability read them 

is unestablished, the Platonic canon's presence in Italy predates Alberti's treastise. 

5 Ibid., 64
6Diane Finiello Zervas, “Ghiberti's St. Matthew Ensemble at Orsanmichele: Symbolism in Proportion,” The Art Bulletin 58, 
1 (March 1976): 38
7 Ibid., 43



The tabernacles of Orsanmichele exist simultaneously as an exterior sculptural program to an 

multipurpose building and as a microcosm of two decades of architecture. And those two decades are 

the turning moment towards the Renaissance. While the sculptures also provide a similar cross section 

of the period, the advent of life-sized, or monumental, male figures in Renaissance Florence makes the 

visual information provided by the sculptures less unique, though no less rich. The architectural frames 

of the niches allow for experimentation in both the forms themselves, but also the relationships 

between the figures and the frames. St. John the Baptist and St. Matthew by Lorenzo Ghiberti represent 

a small example of these large transitions in art, as the influence of the art being produced can be seen 

seen in the change of style by the same artist. 
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